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▪



They LOVE being able to relax and be real with you. they can take

off the socially acceptable mask and stop acting like a boring,

uptight, feminist



▪



When you successfully pull off the "this guy gets it" vibe, women

will open up about all their little secrets and games, and will openly

confirm TRP truths.



▪



Overall, just be confident in your interactions with women. Don't

fidget, don't make them feel uncomfortable, etc.



▪



Women crave leadership and dominance



▪



It isn't "love" that makes you happy in the relationship, but rather

the fact that you are fulfilled.



▪



You have to own something to make real money.



▪



Be the leader. Do you. They may follow, they may not. Either

way, do you and own your shit.



▪



Don't respond to texts right away. Take some time and let things

build.



▪



Live to improve yourself and those closest to you that you care

about, whether it be family or best friends. When you do that, the

woman thing settles itself



▪



Mix dominance with affection.



▪



Mixing dominance with affection creates a mental cocktail that is

an incredibly strong drug to a girl. Learn to balance this and you

can bring her to points where she will want to say ìI love youî just

from what you are causing her to feel.



▪



Desire takes place at an emotional level. Internalise this. You want

to bring a girl into an emotional state where her mind shuts down,

slips away, and feelings are what is left. This is where her desire

lies. Intellect and rationality actually just overcomplicate something

quite simple. Most women, on a biological level, want to submit to

men.



▪



Wit, humour, intelligence, and other positive traits women claim to

want only matter after attraction has been established



▪



Men love with honesty, women "love" strategically



▪



They're all crazy when you attract them just right.



▪



To have sex, provide an experience.



▪



Remember - she's the girl. Always treat her as such - not in a

condescending way, but based on overall dynamics.



▪



The most effective way to punish women is to withdraw attention.



▪



NEVER reward bad behavior, it'll only enforce the idea that she

can get away with more in the future



▪



If she brings it up, she wants to talk about it.



▪



Masculinity is needed to evoke feminity and vice versa.



▪



Some women just want to meet their match.. fight wise - the guy

who won't take her shit - the guy who can overpower her in those

ways.



▪



The best pickup line is to say "hey" and then shut your brain off

and do what comes naturally.



▪



When you fuck her from behind, hold her arms behind her back.



▪



Girls want very, very badly to be sluts without judgment from their

peers.



▪



While men usually initiate/chase, women definitely chase after the

initial open



▪



While she may have loved the way I made her feel, sexually and

emotionally, both have far less value with experienced woman



▪



Don't be meta. Be in the moment, present, always.



▪



If she is the one initiating a passive invitation, you're the one that

needs to make it real.



▪



Be polarizing and have no fear. I've had a fear of rejection my

entire life, and it's gotten me to where I am today.



▪



Women are children. They seek out boundaries. They require the



men in their lives to define and enforce these boundaries. And just

like children, if women are not given boundaries, they will occupy

the space they are given and become terrible, unruly brats.

▪



Girls have 2 brains - their conscious brain, and their biological

brain.



▪



As a woman, she wants to do the chasing, she wants to love

intensely, not the other way around. It's your job to let her do that

by being aloof and stoic.



▪



No matter how many obstacles get in his way, the strongest

always survives.



▪



Don't compliment girls, or do it very little, if she really deserves it.

Just treat her like any other person. If nothing else it'll be at least

intriguing that you don't pepper her with compliments and attention

like most other people in her life.



▪



From a woman on reddit: "I don't get off on being submissive. I get

off on seeing my boyfriend dominant."



▪



You're either attractive, or you're not. Some people are more

attractive than others, but a lot of people are attractive. Think of it

as pass/fail, and you always want to be on the "pass" side of

attractive.



▪



Never invest emotionally in a chick you're just casually dating.



▪



Men have an odd ability to ignore reason when it comes to

beautiful young women.



▪



Attraction is all about figuring out what people respond to.



▪



Waiting to kiss her (like a few dates or so) only works for her if she

knows you're an alpha and she knows you're not retarded.



▪



She wants to feel like she needs you. If you can't dominate her in

bed, and therefore she doesn't need you to protect her, she

doesn't feel like she needs you.



▪



Women's biology is designed to be the receiver of action.



▪



Women are born, men are made.



▪



The days of ladies and gentlemen are over.



▪



No reality can match the fantasy she builds in her head



▪



The trick isn't some super secret game recipe, it's to not be a

social retard so you notice when people are interested in you.



▪



Women, especially pretty women, are treated like delicate little

flowers their entire lives so when some dude finally comes along

and treats her like a human, it's endearing and often feels honest,

like they need that kind of honesty in their lives because everyone

else comparitively feels full of shit.



▪



Women (and men) who date less attractive people may have a

fear of rejection and they think that if they date down that they are

less likely to be rejected.



▪



There's a certain satisfaction you get watching a woman's ego

deflate when she realizes she's not special to you.



▪



A woman feels safe when she feels owned.



▪



From Reddit: "This is why women despite equal opportunities in

education and work still take jobs like secretarial work. If you think

about it a secretary doesn't really produce anything. She's simply

at the servitude of someone else, normally a man. Personally I

think the secretary male boss dynamic is very close to a stable

marriage dynamic."



▪



And when a woman is confused and uncertain and unled, her

attraction instantly dies



▪



Understanding women is all about filtering what they say.



▪



Women fear being alone on a level men will never understand.

They need some kind of man in their lives to be emotionally stable.

Women donít simply unattach from one man and walk the lone

rode, they transition from one man to the next. For this reason, she

ensures she always has some dude to fall back on when things

donít work out.



▪



Women often times have no conscious idea that they're aroused.

Not only that, they can't explain why they are. They just are.



▪



You have two relationships with a women: One with her brain and

one with her body.



▪



A man's love is sacrifical.. so focus on your career.



▪



I think women (or men?) who have a vast selection are a very

honest dipiction of how biology has shaped us. Every other type of

person is repressing some emotion or personality trait they want to

let out, but they can't because they think that no other girl will ever

fuck them if they up and leave like they want to. (Elaborate on

this!)



▪



Men compete at sports. Women compete for men.



▪



She wants to play the game. She doesn't want it to be too easy.



▪



Gaining respect is easy. Keeping it is the hard part. Once they

think you're a joke, once they think you're to be fucked with, you've

lost all status in their eyes and they will treat you like shit

accordingly.



▪



Marriage was created to benefit society and women, NOT men.



▪



Successful execution of the femaleís hypergamous sexual strategy

is being fucked, whether romantically or forcefully, by the most

alpha male available to her



▪



80/20 rule, for every alpha there has to be 4 chumps.



▪



If a girl finds you attractive enough, she will come right over and

she will understand that the expectation outcome of this is sex on

the first date.



▪



If you just want casual sex, don't take girls out. You run the risk

being framed as a beta provider and wasting time and energy on

nothing.



▪



Her attraction to you is directly proportional to how petty of a

reason she will leave you for. If she's super attracted she'll put up

with a lot of bullshit, but if she's not attracted anymore she's pretty

much looking for a reason to call it quits.



▪



Let girls squabble and get jealous. Jealousy's a strong indication of

investment and a sign that in some way preselects on is at work.



▪



"Closure" to girls is a basis to be unattractive to you. They can't be

more invested and just let go. They need something to support

letting go.



▪



Especially in the early stages of dating, the goal is just to have fun.



▪



Girls can ALWAYS tell when you're trying too hard, and it's a

massive turn off.



▪



A man who gives his commitment away easily is the equivalent of

a woman who gives away sex easily. Basically they are both sluts.



▪



Since women are feminine, they want to feel feminine energy meaning they want to be dominated in bed, they want to be

submissive in real life (telling her what to wear when she comes to

see you, to put her hair up, etc). Be masculine so she can be

feminine.



▪



If you are not maxing out your looks you're a fucking idiot



▪



Every woman wants to be manhandled and fucked like there's no

tomorrow



▪



Girl shit tests you with resistance: "Not gonna play games. LMK if

you change your mind". Reword it maybe without the games part

but "let me know if you change your mind" shows her you have the

power to leave.



▪



Be polarizing. It cuts through the bullshit and destroys any

ambiguity about your intentions.



▪



There is no need to just do a wham, bam, thank you ma'am, most

of the times. By leaving her totally satisfied, and feeling like a

completed woman, you come out as the total Alpha King



▪



Girls want to experience things. They want to sit back and watch

you do what you do, anything from ordering her drinks to fucking

her brains out.



▪



She needs to be able to trust you to protect her, to be a man, and

to be honest with her.



▪



You always attract your sexual recipricol.



▪



Don't give her a second chance. If you give her a second chance,



she will expect you to give her a third chance.

▪



Shut down people's strengths and make them useless to them.



▪



Women love being owned by a man. They adore, respect, and

love a man who is in charge.



▪



Err on the side of being a dick because a lot of really hot girls

interpret normal behavior as "needy love"



▪



If you want to get a girl to like you, talk to her, be nice to her, joke

with her, etcÖ But just donít display the needy love emotions. Treat

the girl like any other dude you know. Donít say anything that

implies that you ìneedî anything from her, donít stare at her too

long, donít follow her around, donít demand her attention, donít do

things for her, etcÖ



▪



Think like a sociopath. She sure is.



▪



A lot of people say women don't like to be treated like shit, but

everything I've seen says otherwise. They don't want to be

abused, but they seem to want to be "put in their place" and

dominated by someone more capable.



▪



Rich people know how and when to be an asshole.



▪



Girls don't approach, they put themselves in positions to be

approached.



▪



Keeping yourself amused is a worthier goal to pursue than trying to

impress someone who doesn't even know you exist.



▪



If you can figure out what a person's incentives are, you have a

good chance at guessing how they're going to behave.



▪



A womanís looks will tell you whether she has the discipline to eat

right, work out, groom, and maintain herself.



▪



A womanís sexual history tells you all about her impulse control,

and how she regards men, love, sex, and relationships.



▪



Women will make it happen if they want it to happen.



▪



When you genuinely want to be friends with a girl it will come

across as confident and "normal", not desperate and needy like a



guy who's friendzoned or whatever.

▪



Women want men to make them feel "beta emotions"



▪



For attractive women who have people throwing themselves all

over them all day, a man who is completely emotionless towards

her is a breath of fresh air.



▪



Girls don't understand loyalty.



▪



A man is often secretly oppressed by the role he has to playóby

always having to be responsible, in control, and rational, while

women pretty much get to go through lives doing whatever the

fuck they want with no consequences and with usually some sort

of cushion to fall back on if shit hits the fan. Men don't live like this

- they have to be responsible for themselves.



▪



You know what women want? Everything. Especially if other girls

have it.



▪



You're unbreakable until proven breakable, and once you're

breakable, it's over.



▪



It's insane how fast women who have gotten nothing but attention

will bend to someone who ignores or disregards them. They're not

used to the chase and that sets you apart.



▪



Women hate a man who canít lead.



▪



The more you raise her value, the more you lower yours.



▪



When you're first talking to a girl, she probably won't be very

interesting - she has her guard up. You have to unleash her inner

self by making her comfortable around you.



▪



Tingles always override any rational thought



▪



No girls resist a chad



▪



Women garner happiness from pleasing men they deem worthy.



▪



Women don't want guy friends. They want boyfriends and orbiters.

You can and eventually will be replaced.



▪



Restructure your life to revolve around you and your goals.



▪



Women come in 3s...get a girl interested in you, herd mentality will

have a couple of her "friends" vying for you also



▪



It's only creepy if she considers you a beta.



▪



ie "those pants would look better on my floor"



▪



-it's a lame line, but coming from the right guy, it gets her panties

soaked.



▪



I'll tell you what to do, and when.



▪



Treat them like shit and watch them stick to you like mud.



▪



So many sluts absolutely get off on being treated like absolute shit

and recoil the minute you show them any kindness.



▪



A girl never behaves better than after you Dom'ed the shit out of

her for 1-2 hours.



▪



Her: You want me to be your side chick?



▪



Me: That's one step away from being my main chick. Gotta walk

before you can run.



▪



Develop your own high SMV, don't try to feed off others'. This can

only be done through hard work at the gym, and interiorization and

application of TRP principles.



▪



She's going to try to break you, because she's looking for a man

she cannot break



▪



A woman hates a man who wonít give her what she wants, but she

absolutely detests a man who does, and without a fight.



▪



Give a woman less attention than she wants, and she will desire it.



▪



Work your way in to the top 20% and you'll see it every day.

Women fuck all the time.



▪



If you treat them like they are precious princesses they just get

mad inside. They think you're a fucking idiot for treating them like
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